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quency, 0.76 MG, has been identified. The ap-
parent effective mass and Dingle temperature
values are 1.1 and 3 K, respectively. The oscil-
lations appear only for H approximately parallel
to the e axis, requiring the presence of closed
orbits in the a-b plane. Their frequency varies
as (cosg) ', implying that the orbits are open
along the e axis, consistent with the magnetore-
sistance. Therefore the Fermi surface appears
to be essentially two dimensional. The data also
imply that the material is a compensated metal,
with both electron and hole surfaces. Anomalies
have been found associated with the effect, which
may be related to many-body correlations and to
magnetic breakdown.
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The microwave emission from long Josephson tunnel junctions dc-current biased on
zero-field and Fiske steps has been measured. The frequency and power variation on
all steps of the narrow-linewidth radiation near the fundamental cavity-mode frequency
and the observed transitions between different modes on a given step may be understood
in a picture of multifluxon excitations with propagation of different bunched Quxon con-
figurations depending on the current and magnetic field bias.

PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 73.40.Rw, 84.40.Cb

The concept of soliton excitations of Josephson
tunnel junctions was introduced in order to ex-
plain the so-called zero-field steps (ZFS) in the

current-voltage characteristic of long tunnel
junctions. ' The soliton or fluxon is a +2~ kink in
the phase difference across the barrier encom-
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passing one quantum of magnetic flux. The width
is of order of the Josephson penetration depth
A. J . The fluxon propagate s with a velocity u

governed by a perturbed sine-Gordon equation'
in a periodic motion with repeated reflections at
the open ends of the junction. Each reflection
creates a voltage pulse. A single fluxon on the
Josephson line of length L hence produces a
periodic pulse train of frequency f, =u/2L which
may be detected at either end of the junction. On
the Nth ZFS the steady state involves an N-fluxon
excitation of the junction and N pulses are pro-
duced in each period 1/f, . Hence, the frequency
spectrum of the voltage monitored at one end of
the junction depends on the distribution in time
of the N pulses within the period.

In recent computer simulations of the two-fluxon
excitation on a finite line, two steady-state con-
figurations were observed. ' Either a fluxon-anti-
fluxon pair moved as expected' in a perfectly in-
flection-symmetric mode with respect to the mid-
point of the line or a two-fluxon "bunch" was
formed moving as one entity. The corresponding
fundamental frequency of the voltage waveform at
the end of the junction was 2f, or f, in the two
cases, respectively. Stable multifluxon bunches
have been observed also on mechanical analog
models of the finite Josephson line." On the
infinite line the multifluxon bunches are stable
if the sine-Gordon model is augmented by addi-
tional surface damping terms. '

In this Letter we report on detailed measure-
ments of 10-GHz radiation from long Josephson
tunnel junctions biased on the ZFS or on the Fiske
steps which appear when an external magnetic
field is applied. ' In contrast to earlier observa-
tions' and predictions based on the fluxon-anti-
fluxon array model' we observed radiation at 10
GHz on all steps. This is consistent with an inter-
pretation assuming stable periodic motion of
bunched multifluxons.

The samples were Nb —Nb-oxide —Pb tunnel junc-
tions in an overlap geometry which favors a uni-
form dc-current bias distribution along the length
of the junction. " The Na films were deposited
by rf sputtering and thermally oxidized. The Pb
counter electrodes were deposited in a subsequent
thermal evaporation. Junction and film geome-
tries were defined by photolithographic masks
and chemical etching. " Six samples covering
the range 2 ( L/AJ( 22 were tested .and the re-
sults presented below are typical for all samples.
The emitted microwave radiation was detected
with a sensitive superheterodyne receiver coupled
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FIG. 1. Frequency shift vs voltage increment on
zero-field steps n = 2, 4, and 6. The lines are drawn
with slope Af/'& t/d = 484/& (MHz/'pV).

via a 50-0 microstrip transmission line and a
narrow capacitive gap to one end of the junction.

In a short sample (L =0.5 mm, L/A
&

= 2) we
observed three ZFS with a voltage spacing of 42
pV. On all three steps radiation at f, =10 GHz
was observed. This is in contrast to earlier
model calculations' which predicted radiation
with a fundamental at half the Josephson frequen-
cy (f&=2eVd, /h), i.e. , at 10, 20, and 30 GHz on
the steps at 42, 84, and 126 p.V, respectively.
The frequency shift Af versus the voltage incre-
ments AVd, along the steps are plotted in Fig. 1.
The points follow a linear dependence according
to a modified Josephson voltage-frequency rela-
tion Af/LVd, =2e/nh, where the index n= 2, 4, 6

(n=f&/f, ) for the first, second, and third ZFS,
respectively. The emitted linewidth was con-
sistently less than 7 kHz which was the frequency
resolution limit of the receiver. "

In Fig. 2(a) the detected 10-GHz power is shown
versus dc bias current on the second ZFS (n =4)
of the same junction as in Fig. 1. Very little
power is observed on the low-current part of the
step. This behavior is distinctly different from
the current dependence of the second harmonic
(2f,) as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b). This result
is obtained from a long junction (L =1 mm, L/A&.
=3) where the fundamental is at f, =5 GHz. A

mode transition is clearly evident in the low-
current part of the step. As the bias current is
increased a sharp peak in the emitted 10-GHz
power is observed followed by low-level radia-
tion almost independent of bias. The transition
is accompanied by a discontinuous jump in fre-
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FIG. 2. Measured microwave power at 10 0Hz from
the second ZFS (n = 4). (a) 2-mm junction, L j~~ ——2.
(b) 1-mm junction, I /&1 ——3. Circles: increasing
bias; triangles: decreasing bias.

quency of about 50 MHz. The results presented
in Fig. 2 are consistent with the numerical re-
sults of Erne' and Parmentier. ' The narrow peak
in Fig. 2(b) is first harmonic radiation generated
by the inflection-symmetric fluxon-antifluxon
pair whereas the low-level radiation is the second
harmonic of the 5-GHz radiation associated with
the two-fluxon bunch. In Fig. 2(a) only first
harmonic radiation from the two-fluxon bunch
can be seen because the inflection-symmetric
mode which may be excited in the low-current
part of the step radiates at 20 GHz and higher
har monies.

In all junctions about L/A& ZFS were observed
of gradually decreasing magnitude. " The high-
order steps (n )6) exhibited fine structure in the
form of branching and small hysteresis loops.
The observed radiation spectra suggest that the
different branches on a given ZFS correspond to
different fluxon configurations and that radiation
at 10 GHz is generated on all ZFS. This is illu-
strated in Fig. 3(a) showing the fifth ZFS (n =10)
of a long junction (L = 1 mm, L/A

&

= 6,f, = 5 GHz).
As the bias point is swept from A to B no 10-GHz
radiation is detected. At B the voltage jumps to
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FIG. 3. Mode transitions in a 1-mm junction biased
on the fifth ZFS (n = 10) (L = 1 mm, L/A, l

——6). (a) dc
voltage vs current. (b) Frequency shift vs current.
(c) Microwave power at 10 0Hz vs current.

another branch and a signal appears. The fre-
quency and the power of the observed signals
are plotted versus bias current in Figs. 3(b) and

3(c), respectively. Both frequency and power
vary smoothly as the bias point increases from
B to C. For decreasing bias, however, another
discontinuous transition takes place at D and a
branch is reached where signals appear simul-
taneously at two frequencies with a separation of
-100 MHz. At point E both signals disappear
again as the voltage completes the hysteresis
loop and returns to branch AB. All signals satis-
fy sf/n. Vd, =2 x(2e/10h) consistent with a second
harmonic signal, if a simple average is used for
nf on the branch with two signals.

We suggest that the complex behavior depicted
in Fig. 3 can be interpreted in terms of fluxons.
A total of five fluxons take part and in order to
explain emission of 10-GHz radiation we must
assume that the fluxons move in a 5 bunch, a
(4+1) bunch, or in a (3 +2) bunch rather than as
five individual fluxons uniformly distributed along
the line. The latter mode produces 25-GHz radia-
tion whereas the bunched modes all produce the
fundamental -5-GHz radiation provided all bunch-
es move with the same velocity. It is conceiva-
ble that the velocities of the different configura-
tions depend on the number of fluxons involved
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and hence might produce two slightly different
frequencies. The two signals observed simul-
taneously may, however, also be alternating and
hence represent an unstable regime where the
junction jumps between two different states. The
absence of observable radiation on branch AB
may reflect excitation of the uniform mode with
a fundamental at 25 GHz.

The frequency of the radiation from ZFS may
be tuned over several hundred MHz if a dc mag-
netic field is applied. " This is not surprising
since the magnetic field changes the boundary
conditions. More noticeable is the appearance
of Fiske steps (FS) at voltages Vd, =nhf, /2e, u
= 1, 2, 3, . . . , which coincide with the ZFS for
even n In .short junctions (L/A&«1) .the FS are
interpreted as the dc manifestation of junction
cavity modes excited by the ac-Josephson effect."
Preliminary measurements of the 10-GHz radia-
tion emitted from our long junctions biased on FS
show exactly the same features as the radiation
from ZFS. The fundamental frequency, f„ is
excited on all steps. The frequency versus volt-
age shift Af/AVd, =28/nh for every n. Mode
transitions (branching) are seen on FS of high
order. The linewidth of the radiation is narrow
and determined by external noise in the dc cur-
rent and magnetic field bias. %e are led to the
conclusion that also the FS in long junctions are
due to propagating fluxons.

In order to reproduce the voltage position of
the FS within the fluxon picture multiples of a
half-integer number of fluxons must &n the aver-
age be present on the Josephson line. The first
FS (n = 1) may, e.g. , be generated by a mode
suggested by Samuelsen" in which a fluxon propa-
gates in the direction of energy flow defined by
the external magnetic field. At the end of the
junction the fluxon is annihilated and part of its
energy is released and reflected in the form of
plasmons or breather oscillations which in turn
launches a new fluxon from the opposite end. All
the odd-order FS may be explained by similar
processes where n fluxons propagate in one di-
rection and only e —1 are reflected.

In conclusion, we state that all our observations
of microwave emission from long Josephson tun-
nel junctions are reconciled with the fluxon pic-
ture if the stable steady. states are the collective
motion of multifluxon bunches on major parts of
the zero-field and Fiske steps. In particular, the
narrow linewidth of the emitted radiation (limited
by bias noise) strongly supports this conclusion.
Finally, very recent computer experiments"

based on the sine-Gordon model with parame-
ters relevant to our experiments have confirmed
the interpretation in terms of bunched-fluxon
propagation.
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